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Guernsey Production conversions 

April 2024 

When to use these formulas 

These conversions should only be used for converting cow evaluations and bulls which do not have an Interbull 
evaluation. Please check with AHDB Dairy if in doubt. 

The formulae provide a guide only to the expected evaluations of the relevant bull or cow in the UK. 
 

How to convert a foreign proof using figures in the table below 

      Approximate UK PTA = a + (b * Foreign proof) 

 
 

How to adjust the converted reliability 

To take into account the loss of accuracy when converting a foreign proof into a UK equivalent, Interbull 
guidelines recommend that the foreign reliabilities should be adjusted by the squared correlations between the 
foreign and UK genetic evaluations. 

When converting the foreign production proofs to UK equivalents, the foreign production reliability must therefore 
be multiplied by 0.8 (i.e. UK reliability = 0.8 * Foreign reliability) 
 

                                                a                        b 

GUE  milk  GBR  =      47.13  +      0.394  *  AUS 

GUE   fat  GBR  =       0.24  +      0.424  *  AUS 

GUE   pro  GBR  =       2.38  +      0.368  *  AUS 

  

GUE  milk  GBR  =     178.68  +      0.283  *  CAN 

GUE   fat  GBR  =       6.18  +      0.288  *  CAN 

GUE   pro  GBR  =       5.82  +       0.27  *  CAN 

  

GUE  milk  GBR  =     373.75  +      0.502  *  NZL 

GUE   fat  GBR  =      13.83  +      0.404  *  NZL 

GUE   pro  GBR  =      13.17  +      0.385  *  NZL 

  

GUE  milk  GBR  =      187.8  +      0.282  *  USA 

GUE   fat  GBR  =       4.69  +      0.334  *  USA 

GUE   pro  GBR  =       5.86  +      0.292  *  USA 
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Calculating percentage PTAs 

Apply the following formula using the converted yield PTAs to obtain estimates for the percentage PTAs. 

   PTA Fat % = (PTA fat (kg) x 100) – (PTA milk (kg) x 4.96) 

                                             (PTA milk (kg) + 5292) 

   PTA Prot % = (PTA prot (kg) x 100) – (PTA milk (kg) x 3.54) 

                                             (PTA milk (kg) + 5292) 


